English

Science

Maths

Can you imagine you are away in space? Can you
write either a letter home or a diary entry as if
you were an astronaut?

Watch the moon each night and keep a diary of
what it looks like by drawing it each night. See
attached sheet to help you.

Times tables challenges

Computing

Home Learning

Art/ DT

What technology do they use in space
exploration? Can you find out about some of it
and write a fact sheet to tell us about it.

Term 2

Can you create a 3d solar system at home? Think
carefully about the sizes of the planets and the
order they are from the sun.

This term in computing we are studying
programming. We will be programming the
Beebots to make simple journeys. Do you have
any programmable toys at home? How do they
work? Can you bring them in to tell us about
them?

‘In a Galaxy Far, Far Away’

Check out the games on ICT games.co.uk
Balloon flight addition
Counting Caterpillar
Twilight Takeaway

Can you design your own alien? If there if other
life out there what do you think it looks like?

History

Geography

In history this term we are leaning about the
astronauts Neil Armstrong and Tim Peake. Can
you find out about any other astronauts? Who did
you find out about? What did they do that was
special in space exploration?

From space you can see the whole world. Can you
find the UK in an atlas/ on a map? Imagining you
are in space, draw the outline UK and label the
major cities, rivers and mountain ranges.

Please remember to bring in your homework to share with the class once you have completed a piece. Please complete as many pieces as you feel
possible/ enthusiastic to complete. Everyone must complete at least one piece to share with their classmates each term.
Children with be using their times tables increasingly in Maths, it is important they complete these challenges.

